Student spotlight: Grayson Stamm
Grayson Stamm is a fourth grader
at Clubview Elementary School in
Columbus, GA. He began Brainjogging the first week of September
2010. In only a month and a half,
Grayson has made enormous progress.
Grayson’s mother, Debbie Jones,
was initially concerned with multiplication skills. Grayson was scoring
poorly on timed multiplication exercises; he knew the material but
couldn’t process it quickly enough.
Grayson and Columbus instructor
Sellers Cook worked almost exclusively on Brainjogging’s multiplication memorization tools and Grayson
Brainjogged faithfully at home. His
timed multiplication exercises immediately began to rise: Grayson went

from making low scores to a perfect
100% in a matter of five weeks!
Mrs. Jones reported being “over
the moon,” and then came Grayson’s
report card: straight As! Grayson’s
teacher commented, “Awesome!
Grayson is a
great student!”
Grayson’s
progress is
due in large
part to his
mother’s
dedication:
she makes
sure Grayson
does his
Brainjogging
twice daily!

Welcome Ms. Galloway and Mrs. Mikell
Anna Gallaway graduated from the University
of Central Florida with a
BA in Communication
Disorders, or Speech
Pathology. Anna spent a
year teaching remedial
reading for special education in Troup County
public schools and is
pursuing a Masters in

Communication Disorders at Auburn University.
Lesia Mikell has a degree in Family and Child
Development and has
taught for nearly 20
years. She has Montessori ,first and fourth
grade, adult and preschool experience.

Both women attended
Brainjogging’s teacher
training in June 2010.
Anna and Lesia bring
experience and expertise
to Brainjogging. We are
thankful to have them
join our team! They will
serve your children well
as Brainjogging instructors.

Visit our blog! campacademia.com/blog
Brainjoggers are
achieving incredible
success! We are documenting their triumphs,
along with the latest
news and research on
learning disabilities and
any other information
we believe relevant to
our students and par-

ents. Please share
your thoughts about
blog posts by using the
blog’s “comments” option. We intend to create a credible, reliable
and personal online
community for parents
of children with learning disabilities. Please

visit our blog at
www.campacademia.co
m/blog/. Access it
from our homepage,
www.campacademia.co
m, by clicking the
“blog” tab in the top
right corner . We are
eager to hear your response!
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 Please visit our blog.
 We now offer a military discount!
 Camp Academia,
INC. now has an office in Charlotte, NC.

Federal grant to
serve low-income
students
Camp Academia, INC.
is a 2010-2011 Supplemental Educational Services (SES) provider for
six Muscogee County
public schools. We are
serving Brewer, Forrest
Road and Fox Elementary Schools and Baker,
Eddy and Marshall Middle Schools. ALL students at Brewer and
Forrest Road are eligible. Students at Fox,
Baker, Eddy and Marshall must receive free
and reduced lunch to be
eligible for SES.
If you know of an
eligible student,
please contact Sellers Cook at 706-5075332 or sellers.cook@brainjoggin
g.com.

Camp Academia , INC.
and Brainjogging

Brainjogging is our patented computer program
that uses visual stimuli to enhance learning effi-

1507 Vernon Road
LaGrange, GA 30240
1022 2nd Avenue
Columbus, GA 31901

ciency through the building and strengthening
of synaptic connections.

LaGrange: 706-884-4492
Columbus: 706-507-5332
-admin@campacademia.com

Visit us online!
campacademia.com
When the pupil is ready, the
teacher may teach!

MILITARY DISCOUNT!
Brainjogging is proud to announce
a new military discount! Military
families of children with learning
disabilities will receive a 10% discount on therapy sessions.

We keep growing...
Camp Academia, INC. now has
an office in Charlotte, North Carolina, helmed by Mrs. Laura Lynne
Frazier.
Mrs. Frazier received her teaching degree from Milligan College, a
private liberal arts college in Johnson City, Tennessee in 1988.
Mrs. Frazier has a BA in English
and Elementary Education. She has
three children, Ian, Collin and
Erika, all of whom have been
Brainjoggers. Mrs. Frazier has directed children's choirs, worked in
Admissions departments at Indiana
University and The University of
Rochester and began working with
Shirley Pennebaker many years
ago. She and her husband have
both been instructors with Camp
Academia, INC. in the past. Thus
began her tenure with Brainjogging.

Mrs. Frazier and her family
moved to Charlotte in 2001. In
2004, she entered the Charlotte
Mecklenburg School system as a
substitute for several elementary
schools and AG middle school. Mrs.

Frazier is currently a third grade
teacher in Charlotte.
She attended Brainjogging’s
teacher training in June 2010,
where she was introduced to the
neuroscience behind Brainjogging.
Mrs. Frazier also
learned how to treat
learning disabilities
utilizing Brainjogging.
She left with an understanding of the myriad
ways in which Brainjogging enables students with learning
disabilities to be successful learners.
Mrs. Frazier is excited about the opportunity to help her current and future stuMrs. Laura Lynne Frazier is opening a Brainjogging dents who need Brainoffice in Charlotte, North Carolina!
jogging to succeed!

